ANUFOOD China is organised by world leading exhibition organiser-Koelnmesse and is supported by its flagship food fair - Anuga. Shenzhen, the key city located in the Southern China, serves as the host to welcome ANUFOOD China takes place in 21-23 April, 2021.

Chef Table - the newly designed value-added preshow event is dedicated to exhibitors of ANUFOOD China. Cooking demonstration will be presented by well-known chefs by solely using food materials from the exhibitors. The honorable guests are able to taste delicacy and explore business opportunities with exhibitors.

The latest sequel-Chef Table on Cloud is unveiled to nationwide distributors and consumers with its consistent quality presented online.

Business from the Taste

Sunshine Chef
A tailor-made cuisine chef

Accurate matchmaking
A business platform with high quality & efficient communication.

『Yingxin CHEN』
Treat cooking as an art. Mr. CHEN received various honors in the cuisine community and attends several gourmet shows on TV. He has a hands-on attitude on the full cycle including table setting, menu design, research on recipe and the final cooking. Bringing tasteful food to guests is the story of his life.

『Benben TANG』
A curious soul in exploring gourmet is Benben TANG. She finds and recommends the best cuisine possible for her followers during all kinds of gourmet shows on TV and live streaming platforms.
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